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WHYCONSTITUTION
IS NOT IDENTITY5k
/[any ordinarythings are made up of, or are constituted by,
\/ | materialthings.For example, Michaelangelo'sDavidis con> L v Sstituted
by a particular piece of white marble; Mother
Teresa was constituted by a particularhuman body; the first Union
Jackwasconstitutedby a particularpiece of cloth, and so on. Exactly
what this relation of materialconstitutionis, however,has been the
subject of vigorous debate.' Prominent philosophers2have claimed
that the relation between a materialthing and the thing that constitutes it is identity.In contrastto such philosophers,I want to resuscitate an essentialist argument against the view that constitution is
identity.The form of argument3I shalldefend is this:
vt

* I am indebted to Fred Feldman and to Max Cresswellfor comments on a
draft,and to KatherineSondereggerfor adviceon presentation.
t Fora usefuloxonomy of solutionsto famouspuzzlesaboutconstitution,
see Michael
C. Rea, She Problemof MaterialConstitution,"Phalosophical Review, crv, 4 (October
1995):525-52.One of the asswnptionsthat generatesthe punles is what Rea calls the
Thisthesisis alsocalledmereoWcal
sity,
and,as Reanotes,it is often expressedby
the claim aconstitutionis identity"(p. 528). Assurningthat personsand bodies,say,are
whollycomposedof exactlythe same molecules,my articlemaybe seen as an attackon
mereologiGllextensionality,
understoodas Rea'sidentityassumption.Forfilrtherdiscus
sion,see PeterSimons,Parts:A Studyin Ontolog (New York.Oxford,1987).
2 See, for example, Allan Gibbard,aContingentIdentity,"Journal
of Philosophical
Logic, IV (1975): 187-221;Anil Gupta, TheLogicof CommonNouns (New Haven:Yale,
1980); David Lewis, aCounterpartsof Persons and Their Bodies," this jouRNAL,
IXV1II, 7 (April8, 1971): 20S11; Denis Robinson, aRe-identifying
Matter,"PhilosophicalReviezv,XCI, 3 (July 1982): 31742; Stephen Yablo,aIdentity,Essence, and Indiscernibility, thisJOURNAL, LXXXIV, 6 (June 19873:29S3 14.
3 If instances of this argument form are sound, then two things can occupy the
same place at the same time. Friendsof thatview (though not necessarilyfriends of
my argumentthat entails it) include Simons;DavidWiggins,Samenessand Substance
(Cambridge: Blackwell, 1980); Frederick C. Doepke, aSpatiallyCoinciding Objects," Ratio,XXIV,1 (1982): 4i60;JudithJarvis Thomson, aParthoodand Identity
0022-362X/97/9412/599-621

(C)1997 The Journalof Philosophy,Inc
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( 1 ) x is esseniially

an

(2) y is not essentially

F
an

F

.. (3) xWy

Arguments of this form are widely thought to be question begging, by both essentialistsand anti-essentialists.4
Myplan is to set out
a particularinstance of an argumentof the form (1)-(3) and to defend it from both anti-essentialistand essentialistchallenges. If we
use the term 'constitution'here to refer to the targetrelationthat is
under investigation-the relation between, for example, Michaelangelo's David and the particularpiece of marble that makes it u
then the conclusion of the argumentthat I shall defend entails that
constitutionis not identity.The reason that constitutionis not identity will emerge in my defense of the argument form (1)-(3). A1though a constructive account of constitution will have to await
another occasion,5my aim here is to vindicate an essentialistargllment that shows that constitutionis not identity,and to defend the
argumentin a waythat showswhyconstitutionis not identity.
I. A SAMPLE ARGUMENT TO BE DEFENDED

The argumentfor the conclusionthat constitutionis not identitycan
be illustratedby a variationon ajustly famousexample abouta statue
from Allan Gibbard(op. cat.).Although Gibbardused his example to
supportcontingentidentity,I shall use the variationto supporta contraxyview:constitutionwithout identity. But my overallaim to defend the argument form (1)-(3)-could be as well setwedby other
illustrativeargumentsas by the one that I havechosen. So anyonewho
thinks that concrete things have some of their propertiesessentally,
but that the sample argumentabout a pariicularstatue is unsound,
shouldselect a clifferentillustrativeargument.All my argumentsin defense of the validityof the statueargumentcould be deployed,mutatis
mutandis,in defense of manyother argumentsof the fortnof (1)-(3).
I chose an argumentconcerninga statueas a sampleargumentlargely
becauseof the prominenceof statuecasesin the literature.
acrossTime," thisjouRNAL,
LXXX,
4 (April 1983): 201-20;E.J. Lowe, aInstantiation,
Identity,and Constitution,"Phlosophical Studies, xLrv (1983): 4i59; Vere Chappell,
aLocke on the Ontology of Matter, Living Things and Persons," Philosophical
Studies, LX (1990): 19-32;David S. Oderberg, aCoincidenceunder a Sortal,"Phtlo
sophicalRelJzew,cv, 2 (April 1996): 14S7 1.
4 For an essentialistargument,see Michael Della Rocca, aEssentialists
and Essentialism, thiSJoURNAL, XCIII,4 (April 1996): 186-202.For antissentialist arguments,
see the philosopherscited in footnote 2.
5 This project is underwayin my aUnitywithout Identity:A New Look at Constitution" (manuscript,1996). As I see it, the relation of constitution is asymmetrical
as well as irreflexive.
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Here is the variationon Gibbard'sexample. As a matter of actual
fact,the Greek sculptor, Myron, cast a statue of a bronze discus
throwerin 450 BCE.6Unfortunately,the statue, Discobolus,has not
sutvivedand is knownto us only by Roman marblecopies. Now, suz
pose that Myron created Discobolusby first casting two pieces of
bronzeand then welding them together. That is, suppose that Disand the piece of bronze that constituted it came into exiscobolus
tenceat the same instantwhen the two smaller pieces were welded.
and the bronze
is not extant, suppose that Discobolus
SinceD?scobolus
same instant,
the
at
piecethat constitutedit were destroyedtogether,
that while
further
a centurylater. Slightlymore fancifully,suppose
the two
bond
Myronwas deciding how much metal alloy to use to
that
piece
single
smaller pieces together, he was pondering the
With
them.
wouldresultfrom the two smallerpieces after he bonded
his attention so riveted on his welding, he declared: "I hereby dub
the piece of bronze that will result from my welding 'Bronze Piece',
or 'BP for short."'BP'-whose reference is fixed by the definite description,'the piece of bronze that results from Myron'swelding at
hme t' rigidlyrefersto that particularbronze piece.
is the statue; BP is the piece of bronze that constiSo Dzscobolus
and BP were, we mayassume,whollycointutes the statue.Discobolus
cident throughout their entire histories, and they had the same
color, shape, location, and so on. So much Gibbardwould accept.
But I want to argue againstGibbardand his allies that, nevertheless,
mere spatiotemporalcoincidence is not enough for identity.Here is
an instanceof the simpleand well-wornargumentform to which I alluded earlier:
Thestatueargument:
(4) Discobolusis essentially a statue.
(5) BP is not essentially a statue.
.-. (6) BP $ Dzscobolus

Taken at face value, the statue argumentis obviouslyvalid. What (4)
affirmsis this:anythingthat existed and was not a statue (at all times
If (4) is true, then being a
of its existence) would not be Dzscobolus.7
withoutgoing out of exlose
statueis a propert that a statue cannot
a propert that a trianis
figure
istence-just as being a three-sided
Prentice-Hall, 1962), pp.
6 H. W. Janson, Historyof Art (Englewood Cliffs, N.J:
10S06. There are interesting philosophical questions about the status of the marble copies; but it would take us too far afield to consider them here.
H1 (x exists at t xis a statue at t)]).
7 More formally:VxVt[(x = Discobolus)
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gle cannot lose without going out
of existence. Thus, (4) takes
'statue' as a substancesortal (like 'human
being'), as opposed to a
phase sortal (like 'child'). (4) entails
that, if a statue ceases to be a
statue,then it (the thing thatwasa statue)
goes out of existence.
What (5) affirms is this: it is possible
that BP exists and is not a
statue.8According to (5), BP-that very
bronze piece could have
existed without being a statue.9 For
example,
for all that (5)
claims, BP could have been part of an
underground
plumbing system in a society without
representational art. In that case, BP
would have existed and would not have
been a statue. Let me explain the claim that BP could have
existed in a society without rez
resentationalart. This claim does not
presuppose any particular
individuationconditions for bronze pieces; it
does not assume that
BPwould cease to exist on losing a
molecule or two;nor does it assumethe contrary.The claim is
indifferent to whether or not the
existenceof BP depends on its having a
particularmaker, or its beingformed by welding the two
particular pieces together, or its
maker'sintention to make a piece of
bronze. The claim only requiresthat, however bronze pieces are
individuated, BP could
haveexisted without being a statue.
So, taking the statue argumentat face value, Discobolushas a
property (being essentially a
statue)that BP lacks. In that case, by a
familiar form of Leibniz's
Law,Discobolusw BP. Thus, the
statue argument, taken at face
value,
is valid: (4) and (5) entail (6).
Arguments of the form of the statue
argument, however, have
beenbarragedby extremely
sophisticatedobjections. My aim is to
shore
up the statue argumenttaken at face
value by exposing flawsinsome cases surprisinglysimple
and fundamental in the objections
to argumentsof its form. I shall start
with two argumentsthat
aim
to show that Discobolus
is identical to BP. Next, I shall turn
to the
anti-essentialist
charge that the statue argumentis
question begging
More formally-3x3tf (x = BP) &
9This way of putting it suggests O (x exists at t and x is not a statue at t) ].
that BP is in fact a statue. Although I
that
do hold
BP is (predicatively)a statue
derivatively,my argument here does not need
that
assumption.Anyone who thinks that BP is not
a statue at all, but agrees with
me
that constitutionis not identity,could
modifythe phrase to 'could have existed
without
being or constituting a statue'.
Ultimately, in my constructiveaccount in
aUnity
without Identity,"I argue that BP
borrows the propertyof being a statue
from
Discobolus.BP is a statue because, and
only because, there is something that
BP
constitutesthat is a statue. But this claim is
more
for
my
argumentsfor the validityof (4)-(6). Whatis controversialthan what I need
needed for those argumentsis
only
the claim that the propertyof being
a statue is
Those
argumentsare indifferent to whether BP hasnot one that BP has essentially.
the propertycontingently or
BP
lacks
the propertyaltogether.
8
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essentially a
inthat it misconstrues modal predicates (like '...is
the
identity
Then, after discussingthe idea of contingent
statue').l°
Discobolus
that, according to antisssentialists,holds between
relation
the
BP I shall rebut an essentialistargumentthat also charges
and
shall
I
argument with being question begging. At the end,
statue
hence of
back to the question of the truth of the premises,and
turn
soundness,of the statueargument.
the
II. RESPONSESTO TWOARGUMENTSFORIDENTlTY

sounclarguOneway to defeat the statue argumentis to present a
two arguconsider
and BP. I shall
mentfor the identityof Discobolus
that aim to discreditthe statueargument.
ments
y,
1. atfy is a paradigmF and x is intrinsicallyexactlylike
Argument
intrinsically
is
BP
and
is a paradigmstatue;
thenx is an F."llDiscobolus
and BP are
is a statue. Since Discobolus
BP
so
Discobolus,
like
exactly
is, there
Dgscobolas
+ BP, then where
coincident, if Discobolas
spatially
where
that
hold
to
aretwo coincident statues. But it is intolerable
tollens,
modus
by
So,
is, there are two coincident statues.
Discobolus
BP.
Discobolus=
argument, the premise that carries the ball is this
this
In
Reply.
prlnape:
.

.

like y, then x is an F.
(7) If y is a paradigm Fand x is intrinsically exactly

who ever enTheargument is unsound, because (7) is false. No one
something
For
statues.
dorsed(7) could have been thinking about
obviously
is
it
But
isa statue in virtue of its relational properties.
y is inand
properties,
falsethat, if x is an F in virtueof its relational
terms
in
defined
Anything
trinsicallyexactly like x, then y is an F.12
passporta
bill,
dollar
S.
U.
of relational properties a planet, a
like statues
providesa counterexampleto (7). Specifically,artworks
in Amelie O. Rorty,
'° See Gibbard;Robinson; Lewis, aSurvivaland Identity,"pp. 1740; and Lewis,
1976),
UP,
California
ed., TheIdentities of Penons (Berkeley:
zCounterpartsof Personsand Their Bodies."
CI (January 1992): 89
" MarkJohnston, zConstitutionIs Not Identity,"Mind, form in order to refute
this
of
argument
an
out
set
Johnston
10S, here pp. 97-98.
Mind, CII (January1993):
it, and Harold W. Noonan "ConstitutionIs Identity," Johnston prefaced his
133 46 criticized Johnston and defended the argument. F, then this principle
thing
statementof this premise by saying:Yake any sort of modify this principle, neiwill be plausible."Although bothJohnston and Noonan
that 'F' indicates.The arguther proposes any restrictionson the sort of property are highly technical and
ments on both sides both Johnston's and Noonan's
complex and differentfrom the one given here.
in the text also shows that the following principle is
12 Note that the argument
like y and x does not
also false: if y is a paradigmF and x is intrinsicallyexactly
principle in discussinguthe
that
uses
Noonan
F.
an
is
x
then
F,
any
overlap
partly
problemof the many"in reply toJohnston (ibid.,p. 136).
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are counterexamplesto (7). If we look to the philosophy of art, we
find that the competing answersto the question 'In virtue of what
is x an artwork?'oncern relationalproperties.Perhapssomething
is an artworkin virtue of athe artisticenfranchisementof real objects,"lsor perhaps in virtue of being an artifactaupon which some
society or sub group of a society has conferred the status of candidate for appreciation,"l4
or perhapsin virtueof being a communication of feeling,l) or perhaps in virtue of being a certain kind of
imitation,lfior perhaps in virtue of being acausedby a feeling or an
emotion on the part of its maker,...whichit then expresses,"l7or
perhaps in virtue of something else. Whateveris the correct theory
of art, the propertyor propertiesin virtue of which something is an
artworkare relational.l8The counterexamplesshow that (7) is false,
and hence cannot be used to show that, if DiscobolusW BP, then
where Discobolusis, there are two coincident statues. Hence, argument 1 is unsound.
Arguw?wnt
2. The second argumentfor the ideniityof Discobolus
and
BP is this:Discobolus
and BP aconsistof the verysame atoms."l9If Discobolusand BP consist of the same atoms, then, if Dzscobolus
and BP
13 Arthur C. Danto, aThe Artworld,"this JOURNAL, LXI, 19
(October 15, 1964):
571-84.
14 George Dickie, uDefining Art," Acan
Philosophical Quarterly, VI (1969):
95S56.
15 Leo Tolstoy, uArtas the Communication of Feeling: From What Is Art?"
in
George Dickie and RichardJ. Sclafani, eds., Aesthetics:A CrzticalAnthology (New
York:St. Martin's,1977), pp. 5S82.
16 The broad tradition derivingfrom Plato.
17 Danto, TheTransJigurationof the Cornmonplace
(Cambridge:Harvard,1981), p.
26.
18 I can think of two possible counterexamples:(1) Benedetto Croce's concet
tion of art as located in the artist's head; what the artist produces is a kind of
residue of the true artwork;and (2) Clive Bell's and Roger Fry'sconception of art
as significantform. I do not believe that either of these can be explicated entirely
in nonrelationalterms. In any case, neither of these is likely to be the correct theory of art.
I am not here denying that BP also has these relationalproperties;I am only providing counterexamplesto (7). In uUnitywithout Identity,"I formulatea notion of
borrowingproperties, and argue that BP borrowsthe propertyof being a statue
from Discobolus,and hence is not a distinctstatue.The present point, however,concerns the truthvalue of (7).
l9 The argument comes from Michael B. Burke, uCopperStatues and Pieces of
Copper:A Challenge to the StandardAccount,"Analysis, LIt(1992): 12-17;the quotation is on p. 14. Burke asks in exasperation:aWhat,then, could make them different in sore?"He sees only two possible answers:(i) they have different histories,
and (ii) they have different persistence conditions. Burke argues that neither of
these can ground a difference in sort. His discussion does not consider the possibility that a difference in relational properties required for an F and a G may
ground a difference in kind.
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are not identical, they differ in kind.20If Discobolusand BP differ in
kind, then "theremust be something true of [Discobolus],but not of
[BP] in virtue of which [they differ in kind]."But there is nothing
that is true of one but not of the other in virtue of which they differ
in kind. Therefore,Discobolusand BP are identical.
R¢ly. The statueargumentoutrightspecifiesa propertywhich Discobolushas but whichBP lacksin virtueof whichDiscobolusand BP differ
in kind:Discobolusis essentiallya statue;BP is not essentiallya statue.2'
So simplyto assertthat there is not such a propert wouldjust beg the
questionagainstthe statueargument.Whatgroundstheirdifferencein
kindis this:the propertiesrequiredfor somethingto be Dascobolus,
as I
havejust argued,are relationalproperties;but no relationalproperties
(or at least not the same relationalproperties)are requiredfor something to be BP. If x has certainrelationalpropertiesessentially,but y
does not have the same relationalpropertiesessentially,then it is not
surprisingthat x and y differin kind. So there is no mysterythat things
consistingof the veiy sameatomscan differin kind.
In short, the difference in kind betweenDiscoholusand BP is determined by the difference in the propertiesrequiredfor the existence
of Discobolusand the existence of BP. Therefore, the premise that
athereis nothing that is true of one but not of the other in virtue of
which they differin kind"is false, and argument2 is unsound.
III. MODAL PROPERTIES

Since argument 1 and argument2 each has a false premise,neither
gives reason to think that there is anythingwrong with the statue argument. But there is a differentkind of challenge to the statue argument. This challenge tries to drive a wedge between modal
predicatesand the propertiesthat they denote. I shall consider two
versionsof this strategy.The first (argument3) is based on the claim
that concrete things have no modal properties.The second (argument 4) is basedon the claim that modal predicatesare ambiguous.
Argument
3. Concrete things have no modal properties.If concrete
things have no modal properties,then Discobolusdoes not have the
propertyof being essentiallya statue.In that case, (1) is false and the
statueargumentis unsound.
R¢ly. The weight of this argument is carriedby the premise that
concrete things have no modal properties.What reason is there to
20 This argument assumes that two things of the same kind cannot be spatially
coincident. For a defense of the assumption,see Oderberg.
21 On what Burke calls athe standard account," Dzscobolus
is not a piece of
bronze, nor is BP a statue. That is not my view, as I explain iII aUnitywithout Identity."All that is needed for the present argument, however,is the denial that BP is
essentiallya statue.
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accept such a premise?Gibbardhas presented a succinct argument
to showthat there are no modal propertiesof concrete things:
(8) aModalexpressions do not apply to concrete things independentlyof the waythat they are designated."
(9) "Aproperty,if it is to be a property,must applyor not applyto a
thing independentlyof the waythat it is designated."
.-. (10) "Expressionsconstructedwith modal operators...simplydo not
give propertiesof concrete things"(op. czt.,p. 201).

The argument is valid, but, I think, unsound. (8) is subject to
counterexamples;for modal expressionsinclude not only predicates
like 'is essentiallya statue', but also many other kinds of predicates.
Suppose that a surgeon removes a bullet from a wounded soldier's
shoulder,and later presentsthe bullet to the injalredsoldier and declares:uThisthing could have killedyou."Then it seems true of that
particularbullet, independentlyof the waythat it is designated,that
it could have killed the soldier. In general, predicatesascribingabilities and powers to concrete things, independently of the way that
they are designated,entail that modal expressionsapply to concrete
things. (For example, Alice can swim the English channel.) Many
predicateswhich are not overtlymodal expressionsand which apply
to concrete things presupposethat modal expressionsapplyto those
concrete things. Predicatesthat attributeto concrete things dispositions ('is courageous','is even-tempered'),attitudes('is afraidof flying', 'believesthat wintersare cold in Vermont'), probabilities('has
a probability of .5 of turning up heads'), or causal powers ('is
lethal') all apply to concrete things only if modal expressionsapply
to those things independentlyof the waysthat they are designated.
So the truth of statementsin which modal expressionsapply to concrete thingsjust does not, in general, depend on how those things
are designated.
Furthermore,statements containing ineliminable modal expressions that apply to concrete things independently of the waysthat
they are designatedseem to playa role in the sciences. For example,
Jupiter could have had one more moon than it does; Mars could
have been a site where multicellularlife developed. Or suppose that
an electron gun in a double-slitexperiment is slightlydisturbedand
fires an electron off-target,so to speak. It is true of that particular
electron that it could have hit the target,or that it could have had a
slightlydifferentvelocity.To saythat the truthof such statementsdepends on how things are designatedwould be to saythat truthin the
physicalsciences can depend on how things are designated. In that
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case, anyone who assumesthat realismrequirestruth independently
of the way things are designatedwould face the specter of irrealism
in the physicalsciences. If this is not whatphilosopherslike Gibbard
want to say,then they should deny (8).
The difficult7with both (8) and (9) is that each is formulatedas a
general principle,withoutrestrictionto essenisalproperties.(8)-(10)
could be recast in a more restricted version that would avoid the
counterexamples.For example, (8)-(10) could be replacedby:
(8') Modal expressions that puIport to attributeesseniial propertes do not applyto concrete things independentlyof the way
that they are deslgnated.
(9') An esseniial property,if it is to be an essentialproperty,must
applyor not applyto a thing independentlyof the waythat it is
designated.
.-. (10') Modal expressions that putport to attributeesseniial properiies...simplydo not give esseniialproperiiesof concretethings.

The strength of the original (8)-(10) was its generality:it begged
no questions against the statue argument. Of course, the downside of that generality were the counterexamples to (8). Now the
problem with (8')-(10') is the opposite of the problem with (8)(10). (8')-(10') would avoid the counterexamples, but at the cost
of begging the question against the statue argument; for a propw
nent of the statue argument would denounce (8') right off the
bat. So if (8')-(10') is to be used without begging the question
against the statue argument, (8') requires independent argument. Whether such an argument will be forthcoming for (8')
which does not beg the question against the statue argument remains to be seen.22 (Note that a proponent of the statue argument need not deny (9'); for an essentialist may well claim that
Discobolusis essentially a statue independently of the way that it is
designated.)
22 One might suppose that (8') could be motivated by examples like W.V.
Quine's mathematical cyclist" see Wordand Object(Cambridge:MIT, 1960), p.
199 As an argument against essentialism,this case has been thoroughlydissected
in the literatureand found wanting.For example, see Ruth BarcanMarcus,Essential Attribution,"in Modalitzes:
Philosophicat
Essays(New York:Oxford, 1993), p. 54.
Marcus also refers the reader to other writers as well (Terence Parsons, Alvin
Plantinga, and Richard Cartwright).I have also heard Max Cresswelland Phillip
Bricker discuss Quine's example. Moreover, Cresswell pointed out to me that
Quine actuallytook rejection of essentialismas a premise ratherthan a conclusion,
as evidenced by Quine's attemptingto discreditquantifiedmodal logic by claiming
that it led to Zthemetaphysicaljungle of Aristotelianessentialism"-Shree Grades
of Modal Involvement,"in TheWaysofParadoxand OtherEssays
(NewYork:Random
House, 1966), p. 174.
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The upshot of the discussion of argument 3 is this: its controversial premise that concrete things have no modal properties-is suw
ported by an argument, (8)-(10), that is unsound. Replacementof
the false premise by a true one, as in (8')-(10'), results in an argument that begs the question against the statue argument. In any
case, Gibbard'sargument does not establishthe premise that there
are no modal propertiesof concrete things. So argument3 does not
refutethe statueargument.
Gibbardfurther takes his argumentto show that persistenceconditions are not genuine propertiesof concrete things. He takes the
persistence criteria of a thing x to specify the conditions under
which x would continue to exist as a particularkind. He says:aInrare
cases, at least one thing will be of two different kinds, with different
persistencecriteria..."(op. cit.,p. 195). So, on Gibbard'sview,persistence conditions do not attach to (whathe takesto be) the concrete
thing, Discobolus/BP.
Rather,Discobolus/BP
has one set of persistence
conditions qua bronze piece and another set of persistence conditions qua statue. Gibbard'sargumentfor this view is the one that I
just refuted: persistence conditions are attributedby modal expressions (x would not continue to exist if..."), and modal expressions
do not attributegenuine propertiesof concrete objects; so, persistence conditions are not genuine properties of concrete objects.
Since, as we have seen, argumentsof this form are unsound, we may
well hold that persistence conditions are properties of concrete
things;and, indeed, we should.
Surely,there are conditions for the persistenceof x per se as opposed to persistence conditions for x-as-an-F.
Persistenceconditions
of x per se speciij the varietiesof change that x can surviveand the
kinds of change that would destroyx. Here is an argument that Discobolus(and hence concrete things) per se have persistence conditions:
(11) If x exists at t and is not eternal, then x can cease to exist (and
not just cease to be an F).23
(12) If x can cease to exist (and not just cease to be an F), then
there are conditions under which x would cease to exist (and
not just cease to be an F), and conditionsunder which x would
persist (and notjust continue to be an F) .
(13) If there are conditionsunderwhich xwould cease to exist (and
not just cease to be an F), and conditionsunder which x would

23Of course, if being an F is an essentialpropertyof x, then x's ceasing to be an
Fis sufficientfor x's ceasing to exist per se.
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persist (and not just continue to be an F ), then x per se
has
.

..

perslstence

.

condltlons.

(14) Discobolus
exists at t and is not eternal (indeed, Discobolusexisted and then ceasedto exist).
.-. (15) Dzscobolus
per se has persistenceconditions.

We have seen that Gibbardargued (unsuccessfully,in
my
againstclaimslike (15). But it is worthpoiniingout why (15) opinion)
is significant.(15) cannotbe accommodatedby the
coniingent-ideniity
view.On
the one hand,it followsfromGibbard's
coniingent-ideniity
viewthat
(16) There are persistenceconditions C and C' such that
Discobolus/BP
(qua statue) has C, and Discobolus/SP(qua bronze
piece) has C',
and Cw C'.24

On the other hand, if (15) is true, and Discobolus= BP,
then Discob
lus/BP cannot have more than one set of persistence
conditions.
(Otherwise,there would be a circumstancein which, on one
of the
persistenceconditions, x would survive,and on the other of
the persistenceconditions,x would not survive.But it is impossible
for there
tobe a circumstancein which both x would survive
and x would not
survive.)So it followsfrom (15), togetherwith the thesis
that DiscobF
lus= BP, that:
(17) If there are persistence conditions C and
C' such that
Discobolus/BP
has Cand Discobolus/BP
has C', then C = C'.

(16)and (17) cannot both be true. So the
contingent-identitytheory
and(15) cannot both be true. Since (15) is entailed by
(11)-(14), a
contingent-identitytheorist would have to show that one of the
premises
(11)-(14) is falsein order to securethe coherenceof the contingent-identity
view.Since (11)-(14) seem unassailableto me, the coherence
of Gibbard'sconiingent-ideniity
viewlooksto be in
To sum up my reply to Gibbard'sviewthat concrete jeopardy.
things do not
have
modal properties,I tried to show that Gibbard'sargument,
(8)(10),is unsound and hence cannot be used againstthe
statue argument,
whichattributesmodalpropertiesto concretethings.
Moreover,
Iarguedthat concrete things per se have
persistence conditions,
where
persistenceconditionsare attributedby modal expressions.FF
nally,
I argued for the significanceof the claim that
concrete things
Gibbardis explicit on this point. He providesdifferent
for
statues and pieces of clay, and says:She persistence persistence conditions
criteriathat I have given
make
it clear that often the two [a statue and a piece of clay
that constitutes it] are
distinct"
(op. czt.,pp. 190, 188). When a statue and a piece of
this
view, the fact that the statue and the piece of clay have clay are identical, Oll
different persistence
conditions
makestheir identitycontingent.
24
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per se havepersistenceconditionsby showingthatthat claimis incompatiblewith the contingent-identity
viewas developedby Gibbard.
As,we havejust seen, argument 3 attacksthe statue argument by
exploiting the difference between modal predicates and modal
properties.Other argumentsexploit the same difference, by claiming that modal predicatesare ambiguous.25
For example, some claim
that de re modal predicates are apredicateswhose reference is affected by the subjectterm to which they are attached.'w6
HaroldNoo
nan, who calls such predicatesAbelardian
predicates,
saysthat the view
of modal predicatesto which athe defender of contingent identityis
committedis that modal predicatesare Abelardianpredicateswhose
reference is determinedby a component of the sense of the subject
expression to which they are attached"(ibid.,pp. 189-90).27On this
view, modal predicatesof the form 'is essentiallya statue'do not attributea single propertyin all linguisticcontexts.Now let me give a
Noonan-styleargumentagainstthe statueargument.
Argu??zent
4. The propertydenoted by 'is essentiallya statue' in (1)
is not the same propertyas the propertydenoted by 'is essentiallya
statue' in (2). So there is not a single propertythat is attributedto
Discobolus
and not attributedto BP. If there is not a single property
that Discobolus
has but BP lacks,then (1) and (2) do not entail (3)
and the statue argumentis invalid.
Reply.The firstpremisedepends on the claimthat the propertydenoted by '...is essentiallya statue' depends on the meaning of the
subject term to which it is attached. I believe that this key claim is
false. My argument here is extremely simple: expressionsdenoting
persistenceconditions have the same statusas expressionsdenoting
essentialproperties,with respect to dependence on the meaningsof
subjectterms to whichthey are attached.In that case:
(18) (The meaningof a predicateof the form'isessentiallyF' dependson
the meaningof the subjecttermto whichit is attached)if and only if
(the meaningof a predicateexpressingpersistenceconditionsdependson the meaningof the subjecttermto whichit is attached).
25Lewisis perhaps the most prominent proponent of the view that de re modal
predicatesare ambiguous.See his aSuIvivaland Identity"and his aCollnterpartsof
Personsand Their Bodies."
26Noonan, aIndeterminateIdentity,Contingent Identityand AbelardianPredicates,"ThePhilosophicalarterly, XLI,163 ( 1991): 18S93, here p. 188
n Noonan points out that Lewis'scounterparttheory (as revised to admit a variety of counterpartrelations) providesone wayof putting flesh on the bones of the
idea that modal predicatesare Abelardianpredicates,but astress[es]that it is only
to the skelet;l idea that modal predicatesare Abelardianand not to its counterpart-theoreticinterpretationthat the defender of contingent identity is committed" (iiid., p. 190).
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I havejust argued however that concrete things per se have persistence conditions. (For example it is not just that Discobolushas
one set of persistence conditions relative to being a statue named
'Discobolus'and another set of persistenceconditions relativeto being a piece of bronze named 'BP'.) In that case:
(19) It is false that the meaning of a predicate expressingpersistence
conditionsdepends on the meaningof the subjectterm to which it
is attached.

From (18) and (19) it followsthat:
(20) It is false that the meaning of a predicateof the form 'is essentially
F' depends on the meaning of the subject term to which it is attached.

Thus I believe that the statueargumentstandsagainstall four of the
counterargumentsI have canvased.Now I shall turn to a centralm
tivationfor counterarguments.
IV. CONTINGENTIDENTITY

One motivationfor holding that BP is identical with Discobolusis a
strong intuition sharedby many philosophers.It is the intuition that
some things that are in fact identical might not have been identical.
Granted the intuition goes BP and Discobolusmight have been distinct;but in fact they are not.28They are coniingentlyideniical:29
(21) X is contingentlyidenticalto y =df - (x = y) & O(x exists & y exists
& x $ y)

Now traditionallyidentityhas been understood as a necessaxyrelaiion for which the following thesis of the necessityof identityholds with
full generality:
(22) x=yCG (x=y)
Those who endorse the thesis of the necessit of identitywould deny
that anythingsatisfiesthe above definition of 'coniingent identit'.
MichaelJubien30
put it well:
Undoubtedlythere are some relationsthat behave in some respectslike
identitybut which do not hold of necessity.I believe it is a fundamental

28 Such a contingent-identitytheorist may bolster his intuition with a theoxy of
modal predicationof the kind alreadyconsidered.
29 Gibbard,p. 187.
50 Ontology,Modalityand theFallacyof Refererzce
(New York:Cambridge, 1993).
AgreementwithJubien on the nature of identity,of course, does not entail agreement aboutwhat in fact exists.
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error to think thatone of these relations
actuallyis the ideniityrelation,
that is, to think that identityactually
doesn't hold of necessity.I also believe it is seriouslymisleadingto agree
that none of these relaiionsis the
identityrelation,but neverthelessto dub
one of them 'contingentidentt' (iNd.,p. 39).

Myown position is that identityis
necessary and that no objects satisfythe definitionof 'contingent
identity'given in (21); and further
that constitution our targetrelation is
not identityof any sort. Constitution is rather one of those relations
Uthatbehave in some respectslike identity but do not hold of
necessity."31
Here we have a clash of the deepest of
intuitions intuitions that
mayseem to be (but are not quite)
beyond the reach of argument.
Doesit even makesense to saythat a is
nothave been identicalto b? Althoughidenticalto b but that a might
byat this level of intuition I believe reasonsare difficultto come
that-even if the contingentidentitytheory exposed some flaw in the
argumentfor (15) there
wouldremaingood reasonto prefer
constitution-without-identity;
for
thecontingent-identityviewof
constitutionhas theoreticallyunsatisfyingconsequences that a nonidentity
view of constitutionlacks. One
ofthese infelicitousconsequencesis
metaphysical;the other is epistemological.
First considera metaphysicallyuntoward
consequence of the contingent-identity
view:the contingent-identityview
affordsno unified
accountof the relationbetweenpersons
and bodies nor of the relationbetween statues and pieces of
bronze and so on. The contingent-identity
theorist holds roughly that a and b are
contingently
identical
only if a and b shareall their
categoricalproperties where
categorical
propertiesare those which do not depend on
how things
are
in other worlds.32
For example if a and b are
contingently
identicalthen a and b start to exist at the
same time and cease to exist at
the
same time. Gibbardsuggests that a
person may cease to exist
when
she dies. If Smithis body continues
to exist (as a corpse)
thenveryone would agree Smith the person is
not contingently
identical
to her body. But if the body is
destroyed
at death then
Uthere
is no purely logical reason against
saying the following: the
Partly"forshock value,"Yablouses the
tion
that I am calling 'constitution' (op. czt.,term 'contingent identity'for the relation
that "contingently identical things p. 303). But he disavowsthe assumt
were (at least) properly identical,
only
and this wastheir distinction not
necessarily
so." That is, Yablois not using
'contingent
identity'in the sense of (21). I
the
term 'contingent identity'altogether. think that it is less misleadingto avoid
32Yablo brings
to light diElcultiesin
of
a of contingent identity (op. formulatinga clear, noncircularstatement
thesis
czt.).
Yl
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is this case is identicalwith his body, but had he died a norperson
czt.,p.
maldeath, he would have been distinct from his body" (op.
whether
then,
identity,
213).33 On Gibbard'sconstrualof contingent
on
ornot a person is contingerltlyidentical to her body maydepend
contingently
not
is
she
afluke at her death: if she leaves a corpse,
to her body;if she does not leave a corpse, then there is no
identical
logicalreason to deny that she is identical to her body. Therefore,
bethiscontingent-identityview does not assert a uniform relation
pieces
and
statues
tweenall persons and their bodies nor between
things
ofbronze that make them up, nor between any of the other
contingentthe
that,on my view,are relatedby constitution.Instead,
into our
identityview of constitutioninteUectsneedless bifurcations
conceptionof the world.
all
Surely,contraryto the coniingent-identityview of constitution,
is.
it
whatever
humanpersons have the same relation to their bodies,
not
am
I
if
and
IfI am identical to my body, so are you to yours;
identicalto my body, you are not identical to yours either. Similarly,
and
thereshould be unified accountsof the relaiion between statues
between
relation
the
piecesof marble (or gold or whatever),and of
flagsand pieces of cloth, and so on, as well. Constitution-withoutin that it providesa uniidentityis superiorto constitution-as-identity
and
fied view of the relation between persons and bodies, statues
piecesof bronze, and so on.
We can see this point from another angle. If we pretheoretically
and
understandconstitutionto be the relation between, say,statues
contingent-identhe
on
pieces of bronze that make them up, then,
cases, constitution is not identity. Gibbardis extity view, in. most
.
. .
P lelt on t l1S pOlNt:
it
In a typicalcase,a pieceof clayis broughtintoexistencebybreaking
an
of
form
the
into
off froma biggerpieceof clay.It thengets shaped
into
elephant.Wlththefinishingtouches,a statueof an elephantcomes
properdifferent
have
therefore
clay
of
being.The statueandthe piece
ties:the timestheystartto existare different,andwhereasthe statue
as longas it exists,the piece
hasthe propertyof beingelephant-shaped
are
of claydoes not. Sinceone haspropertiesthe otherlacks,the two
notidentical(op.czt.,p. 190).
(call it
Now, in the case just described by Gibbard,a piece of clay
identibeing
'Clay')constitutesa statue (call it 'Elephant'),without
a view,they must be
ss Gibbardcontinues: alf there are any reasons againstsuch
that whether or
view
the
to
committed
actually
not
is
he
So,
non-logical reasons."
the possibility
Still,
death.
at
fluke
a
on
depends
body
not one is identical to one's
that he envisagesis, I believe, theoreticallyunacceptable.
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cal to it. So, to describe the relation between Clay and Elephant,
even proponents of contingent identity would need recourse to
some notion in additionto contingent identityanyway.
So the contingent-identitytheoristis in the odd position of saying
thatthe relationbetweenElephantand Clayis not the sameas the relation betweenDascobolus
and BP (as I haveimaginedit). But,surely,it is
at leasta desideratumto havea singleaccountof the Elephant/Clayrelation and the Dascobolus/BP
relation.The notion of constitution-without-identity,in contrastto the notion of contingentidentity,allowsthat
desideratumto be satisfied.Therefore,the notion of contingentidentitycannotdo all the workthatthe notion of constitutiondoes.
The second theoretically untoward consequence of the contingent-identityview of constitution is epistemological: if the contingent-identityview were correct, we would typicallynot be justified
to assert of a and b that they are contingently identical while
they/it exist(s). This is so, because in order for the identity of a
and b to be contingent, it must be possible that they have different
properties;but in order for a and b to be identical at all, a and b
must actuallyhave all their propertiesin common including ceasing to exist at the same time. But before the demise of a or b,we do
not know whether they will differ in the future (and hence not be
identical). For example, I have no idea how I shall die; I do not
know whether I shall leave a corpse or not. Hence, on the contingent-identity view, I lack justification for supposing that I am or
that I am not contingently identical to my body. Only after I die is
a contingent-identitytheorist in a position to declare whether I am
contingently identical to my body; presumably,I shall never know.
On a nonidentity view of constitution, if x constitutes y (now), we
can be justified in asserting now that x constitutes y; but on the
contingent-identityview, if x is contingently identical to y (now), we
are typically not justified in asserting now that x is contingently
identical to y.
Thus, there are both metaphysicaland epistemologicalreasons to
prefer a nonidentity view of constitution to a contingent-identity
view. Moreover,the purposesto be served by the idea of contingent
identity are as well served without recourse to contingent identity:
for example, statementslike 'The inventor of bifocals was the first
U.S. PostmasterGeneral' are true and contingent, but they do not
express any contingent identity in the sense defined by (21).34 In
34Using BertrandRussell'stheoly of descriptions, the terms that seem to refer
to individuals(for example, 'the inventor of bifocals') disappear in favor of variables and predicates.
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short, not only are the arguments against the statue argument resistible, but also the motivationfor those counterargumentscan be
undercutas well.
V. AN ESSENTIALIST
OBJECTIONTO E

STAWE MGUMEG

Even if we reject the contingent-identityview of constitution,there
remainsanother threat to the statue argument:consiitution as necessaxyidentity.An essentialistwho endorses the thesis of the necessity of identity may yet reject the statue argument in favor of this
argument:
(23) Discobolus
is essentially a statue.
(24) Discobolus=BP
.-. (25) BP is essentially a statue.

Is there any reason to prefer the statue argument over (23)-(25)?
Does each just beg the question against the other? I think not. I
think that the argument that BP is not essentially a statue is
stronger than the argument that Discobolus = BP. But the argument that BP is not essentially a statue depends on modal intuitions: BP could have existed without being a statue. For example,
BP could have existed as a piece in an underground plumbing
system in a world without art. Hence, BP is not essentially a
statue.
Recently, arguments of the form of the statue argument supported by modal intutionslike thosejust expressed- have come under fire. MichaelDella Rocca has argued that, under certain natural
assumptions,all argumentsof the form of (1)-(3) are question begging (op. cat.).35 This is a strong conclusion, indeed, and, I shall argue, a mistaken one. If certain arguments of the form (1)-(3) are
sound and I shall try to show that they are then it is clear that
constitutionis not identity.
Della Rocca'sargumentis designed to show that argumentsof the
form of the statue argument fail even from an essentialistpoint of
view.The essentialistpoint of view here is Kripkeanessentialism.Say
that a Kripkeanessentialistis one who (i) thinks that there are certain propertiesand certainthings such that those things cannot exist
withoutexemplifyingthose properties,and (ii) acceptsSaul Kripke's
distinctionbetween the meaning of a term and the fixing of its reference. Consideran argumentthat has the same face-valueform as the
statueargument:

S5 I modify Della Rocca's argument to make it applicable to the statue argument
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The motion argument:

(26) Molecular motion is essentially molecular motion.
(27) Heat is not essentially molecular motion.
.-. (28) Heat is not identical with molecular motion.

Kripkehas a well-knownargumentto show that (28) is not estaS
lishedby the premisesof the motionargument,and DellaRoccaargues
thatthereis no good reasonto refrainfromusingsimilarconsideratons
to show that (6) is not establishedby the premisesof the statueargument. Della Rocca focuses on Kripke'sreconstrual of the second
premiseof the motionargument.(27) does not properlyexpressour intuiton aboutheat;rather,if we thinkharder(and disonguishbetween
referencefixing arldmeaning),we shall see that the intuitionshould
not be expressedas (27). Instead,assumingthatwe actuallyfix the reference of 'heat'by 'the callseof sensaton S', where sensaton S is a heat
sensation,our intuiton aboutheatshouldbe expressedas (29):
(29) There is a possible situation in which something which is not heat
but which produces in us sensation S fails to be molecular motion
(op. czt.,p. 192).

But the argument resulting from substituting (29) for (27) in the
motion argumentis invalid.
Now, Della Rocca notes, there is an analogous reconstrualof (5)
availablefor the statue argument. Assuming that the reference of
'BP' is fixed by the definite description,'the one and only piece of
bronze that resultsfrom Myron'swelding at time t', the parallelreconstrualof (5) is (30):
(30) There is a possible situation in which an object that is not BP, but
has the property of being the one and only piece of bronze that results from Myron's welding at time t, is not a statue.

Now "foran essentialist,"saysDella Rocca, "ourintuitionin the matter of heat can be expressedin two ways-one way [(29)] compatible
with the identityof heat and molecular motion and one way [(27)]
not compatiblewith this identity.From this it follows that an essentialistwould not allowone to argue simplyfrom our modal intuition
in this matterto a conclusionof nonidentity"(op. cat.,p. 196).56Simi56Della Rocca supposes that there is a single intuition that maybe expressed in
either of two ways (27) or (29); he says that athe intuition of contingency originally expressed by [(27)] could also be captured by [(29)]" (op. cit., p. 198). But
surely, since (27) and (29) manifestlyasay"different things, they are not just two
ways of expressing a single intuition. However intuitions are individuated, since
(27) is false and (29) is true, it would be more plausible to say that there are two
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on Della Roccan reasoning,our intuition about bronze pieces
larly,
the availcanbe expressed in two ways-as (5) or as (30). So, given
to conRocca,
Della
of (30), we need a principledreason,says
ability
the
underlying
sider(5) as the correctinterpretationof the intuition
is
argument
secondpremise.Therefore, saysDella Rocca, the statue
recona
as
(30)
questionbegging unless there is a reason to reject
involve
strualof (5). The only availablereason, he thinks, would
Obviously,
priorassumptionof the nonidentityof BP and Discobolus.
in an arguwecannot assume the nonidentityof BP and Discobolus
then the
so,
mentfor their nonidentity (0y7.cit., p. 196). If this is
commore
a
statueargument is question begging, period. Here is
pressedversionof Della Rocca'sargument:
is
Argument5. When (27) which, on Kripkean essentialism,
revised
the
false is replaced by its reconstrual(29) (which is true),
from
motionargumentis invalid.There is no good reason to refrain
the
in
argument
replacing(5) by its reconstrual(30) in the statue
in
(5)
replacing
sameway.If there is no good reason to refrainfrom
the
in
replaced
the statue argument in the same way that (27) was
motion argument,it is questionbegging to take the statueargument
to take
at face value as a valid argument.Thus, it is question begging
the statue argumentat face value as a validargument.
Reply.Argument 5, too, is unsound; for Della Rocca's second
(5)
premise that there is no good reason to refrainfrom replacing
slightest
the
in
not
by its reconstrual(30) in tlaestatueargument is
Whatis
justifiedby considerationof the flawin the motion argument.
essentialism,
Kripkean
wrongwith the motion argumentis that,given
one of its premises-(27) is false, independentlyof any consideraKripkean
tions about reconstrual;but, as I shall argue momentarily,
in
premise
parallel
the
that
essentialismprovidesgood reasonto hold
reagood
very
is
there
the statue argument (5) is true.Therefore,
son to refrainfrom replacing(5) in the statueargument.
is
Whatmotivatesreconstrualand replacementof (27) is that (27)
point
The
express.
to
seems
false;yet we have an intuition that (27)
holding
of the reconstrualof (27) is to show that one's mistakein
question
a
answered
Reconstrualof (27)
(27) is understandable.37
which is
that we had about the motion argument:'4Whydoes (27),

expressed by (29)
intuitions, one correct and one incorrect, and one (correctly)
depend on connot
does
argument
my
But
and one (correctly)expressed by (27).
intuitions.
counting
of
way
Rocca's
Della
testing
a Kripkeanessentialisthas a way to avoidDella Rocca's
37 I am simplysaying that
charge;I am not claiming that Kripkehimself would approve.
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false, seem to be true?"But without an independent argument to
showthat (5) is false, the parallelquestion regardingthe statueargument just does not arise. In this case, the second premise of argument there
is no good reason to refrainfrom replacing (5) by its
reconstrual(30) in the statue argument in the same way that (27)
was replaced by (29) is unjustified.For in the absence of an independent argument against (5) an argument similar to the Kriw
kean argument against (27) there is no motivation to reconstrue
(5). Thus, without the (unargued for) assumptionthat (5) is false,
then argument5 is unsound, and the statue argument,taken at face
value,still stands.
Not only is the motivationfor replacing (5) missing, but also the
same essentialisttack that showed that (27) is false can be deployed
to show that (5) is true. That is, the essentialistwho argued that,
given her essentialism, (27) is false and hence subject to replacement by a reconstrual,also has resourcesto show that, given her eF
sentialism, (5) is true and hence not subject to replacement by a
reconstrual.Consider this form of essentialism:for evety concrete
thing, there is a kind of which the thing fundamentallyis a member.
No concrete thing is fundamentallya member of more than one
kind.As Aristotlemight say, the kind that providesthe answerto the
question- 'Whatis x?'38-is the kind of which x is fundamentallya
member.The essential kind-propertiesof a thing are the essential
propertiesthat all membersof its fundamentalkind share;if a thing
hasany other essentialproperties,then either they are entailed by its
essentialkind-properties,or they are not properties essential to all
membersof any kind.39
Such an essentialist then may say: BP's fundamental kind is the
kindbronze. So BP'sessentialkind-propertiesare the essentialprow
ertiesof pieces of bronze and propertiesthat are entailed by essentialpropertiesof pieces of bronze. BP has no other kind-properties
essentially.Being a statue is a kind-propertythat is not entailed by
the essential properties shared by all pieces of bronze. Othetwise,

58 See also Wiggins's thesis of sortal
dependency (@. cit., ch. 2). According to
WIggins,the answerto this question has aboth a sortal component (Whatis x? It is
anF thing)and a deictic or particularizingcomponent ( WhichF thingis xt It is this
F;orlt is theFwhichis * " (op. cit.,p. 115).
59 For example, G is entailed by Fif and only if
necessarilyall Fs are G. (If Tiny is
ofthe fundamental kind elephant, and Tiny has the propertyof being an animal
essentially,then the propertyof being an animal is entailed by the propertyof beingan elephant.) I remain neutral here on Kripke'sdoctrine of the essentialityof
.

.

Orlgln.
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everypiece of bronze wouldbe a statue.Therefore,BP does not have
the propertyof being a statueessentially.That is, (5) is true.
Note that the argumentthat (5) is true depends only on general
considerationsabout properties:for example, the propertyof being
a statue is a kind-propertythat is not an essential propertyof pieces
of bronze; nor is it entailed by the essential propertiesshared by all
pieces of bronze.No particular(non)identityclaimsof the form x 7&y
are assumed. Now, according to Della Rocca, Uwecan know that x
and y differ with regard to [a modal] property only if we already
know that x and y are not identical"(op. czt.,p. 202). On the version
of essentialismI just sketched, however,it is on the basis of genaral
knowledge
of statuesand bronze pieces that we know that a particular
statue and a particular bronze piece differ in regard to a modal
property.Antecedent knowledgeof the identity or nonidentityof x
and y does not come into it. So the argumentfor the truth of (5)the second premisein the statueargument begs no questions.
I think that Della Rocca made a subtle two-foldmistake:first, by
focusing on the invalidityof the argumentin which (27) is replaced
by (29), he underestimatedthe real problem with the motion argument namely, that it is unsound because (27) is false; second, he
took the mere availabilityof a reconstrualof (5) to motivatereplacement of (5) in the statue argument.But the reason to replace (27)
in the motion argument was not the mere availabilityof a reconstrual,but ratherthe fact that (27) was false. For Della Rocca'sanalogy to succeed, he must show that (5) is likewisefalse and the statue
argumentthus is unsound. Not only does Della Roccaoffer no argument for the falsityof (5), but, on the contrary,I haveshown that an
essentialisthas an argumentfor the truthof (5).
In short, given essentialism, (27) is false, and the motion argument is straightfoIwardly
unsound, independentlyof anyreconstrual
of (27); but also given essentialism,(5) is true, and there is no parallel basisfor claimingthe statueargumentto be unsound and no motivation to replace (5) with the admittedlyavailablereconstrualof
(5). Hence no question is begged by accepting the statue argument
at face value. Therefore,I do not believe that Della Roccahas made
good on his claim that argumentsof the form of the statueargument
are question begging or otherwiseunsound.
VI. CONCLUSION

We have surveyedchallenges to the statue argumentfrom both the
antiwssentialistleft" and the essentialist"right."Both the antiwssentialistand essentialistcharge, in different ways,that argumentslike
the statue argumentcontainingmodal predicates,are question beg-
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ging. I hope to have shown that the statue argument survivesthe
challenges.If I have, then I think that the statue argumentshould be
taken at face value as valid. If its premises are true or if the
premisesof any other argumentof the form (1)-(3), where y constitutes x, are true then constitutionis not identity,whether identity
is construedas a contingent or a necessaryrelation.
But is the statue argument sound? Since I doubt that there are
conclusive non-question-begging arguments for or against its
premises, I would settle for a stalemate.Nevertheless,let me press
the case for soundness. I have just argued for (5) on essentialist
grounds. Indeed, I believe that the only reason to doubt (5) would
depend on prior rejectionof the conclusion (6). But one can hardly
impugn an argument by using the denial of its conclusion to discredit a premise.Here is another angle. Suppose that in anticipation
of welding the two pieces of bronze together to form BP, Myronhad
said: aI don't yet know whether BP will constitute a statue or not If
my welding is unsuccessful, then BP will be just another piece of
bronze to be cast aside."If Myron'sutterance,taken at face value, is
true, then BP could exist without being a statue. In that case, again,
(5)istrue.
Although (4) is more controversial,I do have a thought experiment in supportof (4). If (4) is false, then not only could Discobolus
exist erithoutbeing a statue, but also, presumably,all the other artworksthat do exist could exist withoutbeing artworks.That is, if (4)
is false, there is another possibleworldthat containseveryindividual
that actuallyexists, but not a single artwork.This consequence of
denying (4) seems to me unacceptable.Although I realize that I am
wielding only an intuition pump (in Daniel Dennett's memorable
phrase), it is clear to me that any world without artworksis missing
some of the individualsthat populate the actualworld.Takingontology to concern what individualsexist, a world without art would be
ontologically impoverished compared to our world. Anyone who
agreeswill accept (4).
Now suppose, as I have urged, that some argument the statue argument or some other argument-of the form of (1)-(3), where x
bears constitutionrelationsto y, is sound. In that case, constitutionis
not identity.If the relationbetween a thing and whatconstitutesit is
not identity,would the relation betweenDiscobolusand BP be just an
unexplained fact?No. For, as we have seen, Discobolushas relational
properties essentially that BP does not have essentially.If there is
some relationalpropertyin virtue of which y is the thing that it is,
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but not in virtueof which x is the thing that it is, then x and y are not
identical.So the nonidentityof Discobolus
and BP is understandable.
There is a longstanding tradition of assuming that all essential
propertiesof a thing are nonrelational.(The prejudiceagainst relational propertiesis abetted by equivocaluse of the term 'intrinsic'to
mean both 'nonrelational' and 'part of the nature of its bearer'.)
Even if it turns out that fundamental physical particles have only
nonrelationalpropertiesessentially,it would not follow that ahigherlevel" objects have only nonrelational properties essentially.40Not
only would refusalto countenance relationalpropertiesas essential
be arbitraxy,but also it would rule out a priorithe verycases of interest-namely, objects defined by their relational and/or intentional
properties.In any case, simplyto assumethat things do not have intentional or relationalpropertiesessentiallywould be no refutation
of the statueargument.
In conclusion, I hope to have shown that the idea of constitutionwithout-identityis preferable to constitution-asidentity.It remains
now to sayjust whatconstitutionis. AlthoughI must savethat inquixy
for another occasion, let me sayin advancewhy constitutionis so important. If I am right about constitution-without-identity,
then not
only do subatomicparticlesexist, but also so do all manner of things
of other kinds-things whose propertiesare not determined by the
properties of the subatomic particles that constitute them. In the
llaturalworld there are planets, kidneys,persons, landscape paintings, carburetors,cathedrals.None of these things is what it is (the
thing that it is) in virtue of its intrinsicproperties.Each of them is
constituted by another thing (ultimatelyby an aggregation of suS
atomic particles) with which it is not identical. So it is well worthwhile to tty to discoverhow constitutionactuallyworks.
LYNNERUDDERBAKER

Universityof Massachusetts/Amherst

40This is the lesson of aexternalism"in the philosophy of psychology.See Tyler
Burge, aIndividualismand Psychology,"PhilosophicalReview, xcz, 1 (January1986):
3 46;Jerry Fodor, The Elm and the Expert (Cambridge:MIT, 1994); and my ExplainingAttitudes: A PracticalApproachto the Mind (New York:Cambridge,1995), ch. 2.
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